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SGT news

Furnace Solutions remembers a valued

contributor
At Furnace Solutions 3 in June 2008, a highlight of the one-day
programme was a presentation by Michael Garvey of Guardian
Industries. Sadly, Mr Garvey was killed in an accident shortly
after the event. In anticipation of Furnace Solutions 4, the SGT
remembers his valued contribution to this conference and to
the industry and looks back on other highlights of the day.

F
urnace Solutions 3, organised by the Society
of Glass Technology’s melting technical
committee, took place on 5th June 2008. As

always, the emphasis of this annual meeting was
on sharing experiences and proposing solutions
to the glassmaking challenges of today; with the
focus very much on practical issues. The theme
of the day was improving furnace performance
and campaign life.

The conference was attended by more than 
70 representatives from major glassmakers,
furnace equipment and materials suppliers from
the UK, continental Europe and North America.

The programme included 10 presentations by
invited speakers. Sadly, one of the speakers,
Michael Garvey, was killed in a climbing accident
shortly after the conference. His presentation,
entitled 'Challenges in the 21st Century' was one
of the highlights of the day. It was evident to all
at the conference that Michael was both willing
and able to help meet those challenges.

Michael had a genuine enthusiasm for the
science and technology of glassmaking and will
be sadly missed by his many friends and
colleagues in the industry. On behalf of the SGT
and all those who had the pleasure and privilege
of hearing his paper, we dedicate Furnace
Solutions 3 to Michael’s memory.

Melting committee
The SGT’s melting technical committee meets four
times a year and has members representing the
major glassmakers and support industries in the
UK. Membership is open to all and anyone
interested in joining or learning more about the
committee’s activities should email the Chairman,
Chris Windle, at: cwindle@dsf.co.uk

In addition to Furnace Solutions, the
committee organises other events and in 2006
published a set of technical papers – ‘Refractories
for the Glass Industry’. These cover the technical
properties and in-service performance of the
major glassmaking refractories.

Furnace Solutions 4 will be held at CERAM on
4th June 2009. The overall theme is glass quality,
with 10 papers from renowned companies. The
SGT appreciates that 2009 will be a very difficult
year for trading and that expenditure, especially
for conferences and exhibitions, will be carefully
controlled. However we warmly urge you to
attend Furnace Solutions 4 and hope that its
format appeals at this difficult time.

Technical papers
Some of the papers presented at Furnace Solutions
3 are detailed below.

CGMTM: Roof Mounted Burner Technology by Dr
Andy Richardson, Linde Gas, USA.

Over the past 12 years, Linde’s CGM
technology has delivered benefits of increased
pull, quality and life extension in more than 
40 furnaces across all glass segments. CGM
incorporates oxy-fuel burners in the crowns of
furnaces and delivers higher melting rates owing
to the increased heat transfer rate from
impinging oxy-fuel flames on batch materials. 

A review was given, covering the background
to the technology, recent developments and the
installation procedure. Several examples were
given, showing different ways in which CGM
technology has benefitted customers. 
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The presentation concluded with how CGM
technology fits with hybrid or partial oxy-fuel
firing in glass furnaces and the benefits that may
be achievable with such systems.

What is the ideal depth of a glass melter, with or
without steps? By Erik Muijsenberg & Marketa
Muijsenberg, Glass Service, The Netherlands.
Josef Chmelar, Glass Service, Czech Republic.

Mathematical modelling is reaching a high
acceptance level within the glass industry.
Today, most new furnaces are being modelled
before the final design is decided. It is clear that
modelling helps to optimise the furnace with
respect to glass quality, energy efficiency and
furnace lifetime.

The extra investment in modelling is leading
to a quick payback and increased profits over
the furnace lifetime. Even the furnace lifetime
can be extended with better insight on
temperature distribution and glass speeds that
corrode the refractory. Many glass producers ask,
“What is the optimal glass depth?” There is not
just one answer to this but mathematical
modelling can help to find the optimal furnace
depth for a given furnace design.

Current Best Technology for Furnaces by Stuart
Hakes, FIC (UK) Ltd, UK.

This paper examined the best options for
furnace design – particularly in relation to
known problem areas of the furnace. In
particular, issues relating to high wear rates and
improving glass productivity, glass quality and
glass conditioning are considered. The use of
water cooling in critical wear areas such as
within the throat or in direct contact with the
glass on the approach to such high wear areas
has been modelled. 

Challenges in the 21st Century by Michael Garvey,
Guardian Industries UK Ltd, UK.

Today’s glassmakers are faced with a challenge
unique to our ever-changing world; an age of
satellite navigation and energy conservation, of
optical fibres intertwined in a web of global
communication.

Our industry has reached a new era in a world
of scarce resources, environmental limitations and
the need to serve the cutting edge of technology
in new and expanding markets (glass is no longer
just a window or just a container). This paper
reviewed the key challenges for our industry in
this new and exciting era of glass manufacturing.
Ultimately the means to success lies in the
optimisation of yield, utilisation, cost and quality
as we adapt to this new world in the 21st century.

Refractories in a global market by Sarah Baxendale,
CERAM, UK.

Recent years have seen significant changes in
the supply of refractory materials to industries
worldwide. In the next 2-3 years, particularly for

the glass industry, Chinese refractories will be
sold in India, South East Asia and parts of Europe.

Chinese fusion cast manufacturers, for
example, have seen a large increase in refractory
exports with European companies now also
having manufacturing facilities in this part of the
world. As a result of this, glass producers have a
much wider choice of refractory sources, so
therefore it is now more important than ever to
assess refractory materials to ensure that they will
give the performance required for competitive,
cost-effective, long-term glass production. 

This paper examined methods to assess
corrosion resistance, exudation, stoning
potential, blister formation for fusion cast
refractories and the impact of the results in
terms of performance in glass production.

Mullite – The Next Generation of Regenerator
Superstructures by Trevor Wilson, DSF
Refractories and Minerals Ltd, UK.

Regenerators have been used on glass furnaces
for more than 100 years, over which time the
conditions have become more severe and the
required lifetimes lengthened.

Regenerator superstructure refractories have
evolved to try and keep up with the process
changes but even today some widely-used
refractory compositions can suffer from failures
in service or fail to minimise the heat loss
during use. The properties, performance and
problems of common regenerator superstructure
refractories were discussed, including magnesia,
silica and fusion cast.

The high-fired mullite solution to these
problems was presented, including a
demonstration of performance differences
between mullite types. Details of mullite
thermomechanical properties and chemical
resistance were compared to those of the other
refractory compositions and case studies of
mullite regenerators were shown after full
campaigns.

A limited number of CDs of 2008’s
presentations are available to buy from the SGT,
or free to Furnace Solutions attendees. 
Contact Christine Brown or view the SGT
website: www.sgt.org �
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� Dr Andy Richardson of Linde
Gas presenting a paper at
Furnace Solutions 3.


